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Abstract: Bobbin Friction Stir Welding (BFSW) is a thermomechanical process containing severe
plastic deformation by mechanical stirring and Dynamic Recrystallization (DRX) during recooling.
Here we report the three-dimensional characteristics of the micro-flow patterns within the aluminium
weld structure. The Surface topography observations by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) show the
stirred-induced microstructural evolution where the rearrangement of dislocations at the sub-grain
scale, and the subsequent High- and Low-Angle Grain Boundaries (HAGBs, LAGBs) exhibit specific
alterations in grain size and morphology of the weld texture. The dislocations interaction in different
regions of the weld structure also was observed in correlation to the thermomechanical behaviour of
the BFSW process. These micro-flow observations within the weld breadth give a new insight into
the thermomechanical characteristics of the FSW process during the stirring action where the plastic
flow has a key role in the formation of the weld region distinct from the base metal.
Keywords: thermomechanical processing; bobbin friction stir welding; atomic force microscopy;
AA6082-T6 aluminium alloy; dynamic recrystallization; precipitation

1. Introduction
Bobbin Friction Stir Welding (BFSW) is a modified variant of Friction Stir Welding (FSW) [1] where
the conventional tool is replaced by a bobbin-shaped double-sided configuration [2,3]. The rotating
double-shoulder bobbin tool penetrates from the edge through the interface of the side-by-side plates,
and mixes the materials into a butt-shaped joint [4–6]. The heat input [4] generated by the friction
between the rotating tool and the workpiece plasticises the material from both sides of the interface,
Advancing Side (AS) and Retreating Side (RS), and stirs them together to form a bonded structure [6].
The stirring action causes severe plastic deformation [7] at temperatures well below the usual melting
point [4]. Hence, the process is suitable for the joining of low temperature deformable alloys [8].
Aluminium is an ideal material for successful processing under BFSW [2,9]. AA6082-T6 aluminium is
an industrial marine grade alloy with good machinability which has recently become attractive for
FSW processing [10–14].
To achieve a defect-free weld in FSW processes, the material flow regimes have a higher priority
than the metallurgical details [15]. Therefore, it is necessary for the continued improvement of the
BFSW process to determine the plastic flow patterns in the weld region, which has received minimal
attention in the literature compared with metallurgical aspects.
The severe plastic deformation during friction stir welding is the main cause of alteration in
grain size and morphology [16–18]. The sub-grain scale analysis of microstructure can elucidate
the relationship between the microstructure and the thermomechanical nature of the FSW process,
especially shearing and heat generation [19]. The deformation-induced texture varies across the weld,
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as the shear is the function of the distance of the stirred flow mass from the position of the rotating
tool [16,20]. Hence, a better understanding of the grain structure has the potential to contribute to
knowledge of the evolution of the thermomechanical mechanism.
This paper presents an innovative study of the three-dimensional topology of the material flow
features of BFSW weld texture. By utilising the Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), the surface topography
in the microscopic scale reveals the flow-based characteristics of the weld arising from the stirring
action as a severe plastic deformation. This has the potential to give a better understanding of the
effect of the microscopic flow regimes on the thermomechanical properties of the BFSW weld texture.
In this work, a high-magnification microscopic measurement was used to observe how the
micro-scale plastic deformation affects the microstructure. In this regard, microstructural changes
with a focus on dislocation and flow-induced imperfections were analysed in diverse regions of the
AA6082-T6 BFSW weld structure.
AFM analysis was used to identify the microscopic details of the weld texture. This provides
a greater resolution—to the atomic level—compared to other microstructure measurements.
More specifically, the dislocation network and the precipitation evolution within the weld texture can
be observed with AFM.
2. Materials and Methods
The BFSW welding test was conducted with the AA6082-T6 aluminium alloy (Standard;
EN AW-6082, ISO: Al Si1MgMn) rolled plates (Aalco Metals Ltd, UK) as the workpiece. The
analysed chemical composition of the AA6082-T6 plate with the elemental details is listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical composition of the AA6082-T6 aluminium alloy, in elemental detail (wt.%).
AA6082-T6 Aluminium Alloy
Chemical Element
Silicon (Si)
Magnesium (Mg)
Manganese (Mn)
Iron (Fe)
Chromium (Cr)
Zinc (Zn)
Titanium (Ti)
Copper (Cu)
Other (Each)
Other (total)
Aluminium (Al)

% Present
(0.70–1.30)
(0.60–1.20)
(0.40–1.00)
(0.0–0.50)
(0.0–0.25)
(0.0–0.20)
(0.0–0.10)
(0.0–0.10)
(0.0–0.05)
(0.0–0.15)
Balance

The weld samples were in a butt joint configuration comprising two similar plates (250 mm ×
75 mm × 6 mm). The geometrically full-featured bobbin tool (included threads, flats and scrolls) was
made of H13 tool steel with a hardness of 560 HV [5,6,21]. The schematic of the BFSW process is shown
in Figure 1. The BFSW experiments were performed on a 3-axis CNC machining centre (2000 Richmond
VMC Model, 600 Group brand, Sydney, Australia) with a Fanuc control unit and 14-horsepower
spindle motor capacity. The simultaneous operation speeds consisted of spindle rotational speed
(ω = 650 rpm), and weld travel rate (V = 400 mm/min). The direction of tool rotation was clockwise
viewed from above.
The welded plates were cross-sectioned perpendicular to the weld-seam and were micro-polished
to a mirror level, according to the standard metallographic preparation [22]. The samples then were
etched by using of two modified reagents; (Reagent A: 2 mL HF + 2 mL HBF4 + 10 mL HNO3 + 20 mL
CH3 COOH + 33 mL H2 O + 33 mL ethanol), and (Reagent B: 0.5 g (NH4 )2 MoO4 + 3.0 g NH4 Cl + 1 mL
HF + 18 mL HNO3 + 80 mL H2 O) per [6,21]. Previous research has shown these etchants successfully
delineate grain-boundary microstructure (Reagent A) and micro-flow patterns (Reagent B) [6,21]. Both
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reagents were used for similar etching time and temperature (90 s, 70 ◦ C). For a better cleaning of the
samples, the specimens were cleaned in the acetone bath (60 s, 18 ◦ C), under an ultrasonic field of
40
KHz frequency.
Technologies
2019, 7, 80 There is no known corrosive effect of acetone on this material.
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The thermomechanical nature of the FSW process and the subsequent mechanical and thermal
The topographic features are interpreted as micro-flow patterns caused by plastic deformation
behaviours of the weld texture are believed to be the major activators for this microstructural
during stirring. The peak-and-valley-like micropattern is apparent throughout the weld section. The
evolution [21,23].
figure also shows roughness and texture measures derived from the AFM process. Also given in the
The AFM images of the weld region for the AA6082-T6 BFSW sample (etched by Reagent B) are
figure are descriptions of the grain morphology, and the evolution between these states.
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We attribute the wrinkled features in Zones 3 and 4 to activation of dislocations due to shear.
Zone 3 shows activation at main grain boundaries (High-Angle Grain Boundaries, HAGBs). There
is possible evidence for accumulation of dislocations at grain boundaries. In contrast in Zone 4 the
dislocations are arrays within the grains (Low-Angle Grain Boundaries, LAGBs) forming sub-grain
boundaries. This rearrangement of dislocations is a typical thermomechanical characteristic of DRX.
The 3D topography maps and roughness profiles are not all the same scale, so care must be
taken in interpretation of microscopic features. Overall it is apparent that there is a large change in
microstructure from the bases metal to the other zones. The base metal is characterised, as expected, by
large grains, absence of sub-grain boundaries, an evidence of precipitation inside the grains (because
of the artificial ageing T6 cycle [21]). The AFM method is not ideally suited to the larger scale of 50µm
where there may be voids and other surface defects that may introduce noise, hence caution is required
in the interpretation of some the features at the larger scale. In the transition regions (Zones 2–4) there
is evidence of similar roughness and size of features as quantified by the surface profile, but the 3D
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images show that the morphology is very different across these zones. In the stirred region (Zone 5)
the roughness increases again. We believe this represents the density of grain boundaries, which is
confirmed by the 3D image which shows more homogeneity and fineness in morphology.
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Figure 3. 3D topographic AFM images of different regions of the BFSW weld texture measured by

Figure 3. 3D topographic AFM images of different regions of the BFSW weld texture measured by the
the relevant height profiles of the surface roughness and the in detail explanation of the
relevant height profiles of the surface roughness and the in detail explanation of the morphological
morphological evolution of the microstructure.
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Zone 3 shows activation at main grain boundaries (High-Angle Grain Boundaries, HAGBs). There is
distortion to the lattice of the plasticised mass. To mitigate this during DRX, the microshrinkage
possible evidence for accumulation of dislocations at grain boundaries. In contrast in Zone 4 the
positions evolve to be at the location of the accumulated shear bands. The etching procedure leads to
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more clarity of these shearing microbands in 3D surface tomography scanned by the AFM (Zones 3
and 4 in Figure 3, apparent at nanoscale). It is evident that the etchant has a very different effect on the
material in Zone 3, compared to the other zones. The grain boundaries are pronounced, creating a
three-dimensional interconnected set of ridges. The inside of the grain is locally dissolved to a greater
extent. We proposed that this arises from the selective etching features of the reagent solution, and we
attribute this to the shear bands being more sensitive to this etchant. Specific sample preparation was
used to avoid over-etching and production of corrosion artefacts.
The grain boundaries and morphologies were revealed because of different reactions of each
region of the weld texture to the applied reagent. In this regards, the surface roughness measurements
indicate the morphology alteration in different regions after etching [6,24]. All samples were treated
with the same polishing and etching procedure.
The surface morphology in the flow arm region (Zone 4) is in agreement with the theory of the
stirring action in the FSW process. We suggest that the periodicity of the flow arms (visible in Figure 2b)
is caused by the rotary motion of the pin and its flats create. This causes the deposition, in the wake of
the tool at the advancing side, of the parallel arm shapes [24–27]. The microstructure of Zone 4 (in
Figure 3) was selected from one of these arms, and shows that the sub-grain boundaries (dark lines in
Figure 3) are arranged parallel to the flow arm.
The actual roughness in the mid-SZ (Zone 5) was reduced, as the grain size has decreased
compared to other regions of the weld. The micrograph shows larger variations, which is because of
the higher magnification (smaller scale). The graph of surface roughness confirms that the distance of
peaks and valleys as a measure of the surface roughness, is minimized for Zone 5.
3.1. Observation of Precipitate in Mid-SZ
The most plausible area for location of the precipitate particles is mid-SZ, which experiences a full
DRX compared to other regions of the weld. However, from an imaging perspective there is a risk that
the etching might eject the fine precipitates from their position within the microstructure. To minimise
this risk, an unetched micropolished sample was used for the precipitation analysis. Furthermore,
a variety of channelling modes were used for the AFM analysis.
In addition to the usual height channel mapping, frequency channel was used to provide a better
resolution for the free edges of the precipitate in contrast with the matrix. Also to indicate the localized
torsional stress field at the interface the precipitate-matrix phase, dissipation channel was used. These
different channeling modes provide a more comprehensive observation.
The micrographs (Figure 4a,d) and corresponding line profiles (Figure 4e) show an ultrafine
particle of size less than 100 nm, a platelet morphology, and an embedment in the matrix. The height
channel (Figure 4a) identifies a platelet shape particle without surface etching. The frequency channel
(Figure 4b) provides better sharpness of contrast, and shows a localized cleaved pattern at the boundary
of the precipitate-matrix. The dissipation channel (Figure 4c) also highlights the dissipated energy
from the tapping tip of the AFM probe onto the sample surface. The red contrast, constructed at the
interface of the precipitate-matrix phase, shows higher density of dissipated surface energy, attributed
to the mechanical torsion at the border of the particle [28]. Frequency channel and dissipation channel
both show that the border of the particle and the matrix possesses a distortion which is due to the
embedment of the precipitate into the matrix [29,30]. Therefore, it is not an external particle or sediment
at the surface.
In general, precipitation requires diffusion of alloying elements, and is function of time and
temperature. DRX occurs within seconds during FSW, not enough time for diffusion to occur to produce
precipitates and therefore the precipitating phase particles are expected to be ultrafine size [21,29],
which indeed is demonstrated here (<100nm). The mechanism of precipitation here in FSW process is
attributed to the severe shearing in the SZ and the heat. In the T6 artificially ageing process the cycle
time is longer, the temperature is higher, and the process is closely controlled, resulting in control over
the precipitates [21,29–31].

the boundary of the precipitate-matrix. The dissipation channel (Figure 4c) also highlights the
dissipated energy from the tapping tip of the AFM probe onto the sample surface. The red contrast,
constructed at the interface of the precipitate-matrix phase, shows higher density of dissipated
surface energy, attributed to the mechanical torsion at the border of the particle [28]. Frequency
channel and dissipation channel both show that the border of the particle and the matrix possesses7aof 12
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not an external particle or sediment at the surface.
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relatively fast cooling rate at lower reaction temperatures [32,33]. Hence the observation of such
produce precipitates and therefore the precipitating phase particles are expected to be ultrafine size
precipitate is consistent with the FSW condition. The density of precipitates was relatively low in the
[21,29], which indeed is demonstrated here (<100nm). The mechanism of precipitation here in FSW
observed samples, less than might be expected from say fusion welding. This and the shape observed,
process is attributed to the severe shearing in the SZ and the heat. In the T6 artificially ageing process
suggest that the low temperature conditions in FSW result in a reduced precipitation.
the cycle time is longer, the temperature is higher, and the process is closely controlled, resulting in
control over the precipitates [21,29–31].
The observed platelet morphology has a maximum surface-to-volume, compared to other
precipitate morphologies such as spherical or needle shaped. The platelet precipitation can occur in
a relatively fast cooling rate at lower reaction temperatures [32,33]. Hence the observation of such a
precipitate is consistent with the FSW condition. The density of precipitates was relatively low in the
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3.2. Dislocations
Dislocations are the out-of-position of atoms in the crystal structure of grains. The dislocation
patterns within different region of the weld are shown in Figure 5. At this high magnification the
misarrangement of the crystal layers becomes apparent. The edge dislocations are evident as the
crystalline defect in the structure of the aluminium. In general, in polycrystalline structures under
shearing (with an intrinsic misorientational angle >0.99) it is expected to observe dislocations as a
Technologies
2019,through
7, 80
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4. Discussion
This paper describes joining of an aluminium alloy by bobbin FSW, and investigation of weld
microstructural features using the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and AFM.
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During plastic deformation and the subsequent DRX, dislocations are formed in specific preferential
orientations within the crystal lattice. Furthermore, during the recooling, interaction and annihilation
of dislocation results in rearrangement of dislocation arrays with different density in different regions.
This can be related to the amount of the stored strain releasing during the recovery process, also the
absorbed heat which is different for each region based on the distance from the frictional stirring action.
The dislocations originate from the applied stress during stirring causing shear between the crystal
layers. After stirring the DRX process involves movement of the dislocations. They may aggregate
to form Low Angle Grain Boundaries (LAGBs) within the grains, or transfer to the grain boundaries
and contribute to formation of new High Angle Grain Boundaries (HAGBs) and motion of grain
boundaries [21,23].
4. Discussion
This paper describes joining of an aluminium alloy by bobbin FSW, and investigation of weld
microstructural features using the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and AFM.
A key finding is the identification of three-dimensional micro-flow features with specific changes
in grain size and morphology attributed to the stirring action. This has not previously been shown for
friction stir welding, and the literature is silent on this aspect.
The AFM technique provides a visualization of features within grains, and by inference provides
a record of the flow patterns occurring in a solid-state mechanical stirring by the bobbin-tool
FSW [21,23,24]. The surface topographic features for different regions of the weld can also be
measured quantitatively to compare the surface roughness corresponding to the shearing regime.
A tentative flow-induced thermomechanical mechanism has been suggested for the SZ and the
transition region, where the stirring-induced shearing stress affects the weld structure through the
thermomechanical behaviour of the BFSW process.
A metallurgical transformation during the DRX process is identified by its effects on changing of
grain size to ultrafine. This is evident as grain refinement by increasing density of grain boundaries
(see Zone 5, Figure 3). Precipitation is also expected from DRX, but was not readily observed in
etched surfaces. Dislocation interaction in the sub-grain scale was visible in the transition regions
(Zones 3 and 4, Figure 3), as were HAGBs (Zone 3, Figure 3) and LAGBs (Zone 4, Figure 3). Hence the
transformations preceding and caused by DRX have been observed.
4.1. Welding Parameters
The formation of the weld texture is because of the mechanical stirring action at the proximity of the
rotating tool [16]. The welding process causes fragmentation, severe plasticizing, shearing deformation
and frictional heating. Therefore, the welding process parameters (tool geometry and welding
speeds) can have a major effect on the final microscopic characteristics of the weld texture [34,35].
The complexity of the tool geometry increases the frictional heating generated at the position of the
tool-material, inducing more plastic flow through the softened mass [36].
Similarly, the welding speeds (ω, V) also can induce more fragmentation and subsequent
plasticising, resulting in more strain and hence DRX during the stirring action [37].
All these can intensify the shearing flow during the mass transportation, and potentially elevate the
generated heat useable for the DRX mechanism. Therefore, this might be worthwhile to investigate the
role of optimised welding parameters in the microscopic evolution of the weld texture characteristics.
4.2. Limitations of this Work and Implications for Future Research
Our 3D visualization analysis of the microscopic features was limited to the ultrafine
microstructural details at the scale of the grain structure of the weld. However, there are some
macro-size defects such as tunnel void or cracks which may also have shearing-flow effects. In this
regard, because of the limitation of the AFM analysis to ultrafine magnification, the macroscopic
defects are better analysed by other microscopic measurements, such as optical microscopy or electron
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microscopy. Furthermore, fractography analysis could evaluate the crack propagation and failure
mechanisms. The formation of these macro-size tunnel void and the micro-cracks adversely affects the
strength of the final weld, therefore is unacceptable to industry users.
Another possible future research opportunity could be to use AFM to quantify the grain
characteristics for the different weld regions. It may be possible to characterise the surface features,
and quantify sub-grain boundaries, and mathematical link these metrics to the weld process.
Complementary methods such as electron microscopy (e.g., Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD)
and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)) might be considered.
5. Conclusions
This research determined a physical measurement for describing micro-flow features within the
BFSW weld breadth using a three-dimensional surface topography by AFM. It was revealed that the
mechanical stirring was associated with complex flow regimes through the stirring zone, also induced
shear features at the microscale. These add stored strain to the texture which appears to lead to physical
alteration in recrystallization of the weld texture during the post-welding cooling. Therefore, different
regions of the BSFW (SZ, TMAZ, HAZ) are identified in different microscopic patterns corresponding
to thermomechanical behaviour of the weld.
A key outcome is the use of AFM to better understand the grain structure of the AA6082-T6
material under solid-state friction-stir welding. This is an important industrial material but its
thermomechanical behaviour has been poor in this type of welding. The results of this paper elucidate
the grain boundaries and precipitates, and thereby show the results of the thermomechanical processes.
AFM has been shown to be a useful tool to better understand the gain boundary engineering, dislocation
behaviour, and precipitation of this material.
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